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One million years ago, an impossible assembly of gods, mutants and monsters led by Odin vanquished
a mad Celestial, and the First Host was sent to Earth in retaliation.
A million years later, the Avengers reassembled as the Final Host of Dark Celestials marched on
Earth, led by Loki, God of Mischief. While Thor and Hulk traveled to Old Asgard to get answers about
Odin’s involvement in the invasion, Loki has brought a captive Captain America to the body of a dead
Celestial known as the Progenitor. According to Loki, this Progenitor is not only the father of the
Avengers…he’s the father of all superhumans.
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“agamotto
literally invented
the idea of the
surly wizard who
speaks in
pompous riddles.

“I found him
so frequently
infuriating, I
still swear he
had some troll
in his lineage.

“what the
starbrand
lacked in wits,
which was damn
near everything,
he made up
for with pure
cosmic might.

“the rider
was a
frightened
boy with a
devil where
there’d
once been
a soul.

“the panther was the
first to discover some
manner of vibrating
rock or some such, and
the first to begin to
unlock its many secrets.
never have I been more
impressed by a mortal.

“the phoenix. she was…
a good friend…for many
years. even long after
the others had turned to
dust. and that’s…all I
care to say about her.

“I never much cared for the
iron fist. any of them, for
that matter. never trust
anyone from k’un-lun. I should
have burned that wretched
dragon’s nest to the ground
when I had the chance.

“and then
there was me.
the dashing
young all-father
of asgard. with
a powerful yet…
temperamental
hammer.

“we were a ragged assortment,
to be sure. but there at the
dawn of man, we were all that
midgard had. and we saved it
more times than I can count.

“perhaps
one time
too many.”

OLD ASGARD.
I still
cannot believe
you never told me
of these exploits,
father.

it’s been a
long life, boy. the
stars would go black
before I could tell
you all of it.

even the
parts that
and there are
are fit for telling
some secrets that
in the company
the all-father will
of a…lady.
hhrrrgh.
take with him to
valhalla.

not the
one I seek,
you won’t.
one million
years ago, you
and your primordial
allies defeated a dark
celestial. I need
to know how.

aye, we felled one weakened,
sickly celestial, still in the
throes of succumbing to its
cosmic corruption.
loki’s final host
are a different breed.
not even the odinsword
or your enchanted
jarnbjorn could crack
their dark armor.
nothing
will stop them,
my son.
I don’t
believe you,
all-father.

with all the
secrets that’ve
been buried in asgard
since the beginning
of time, there must
be something
here that we
can use.

oh, of course
there is. but it
will not defeat your
enemies. it will only
make your ultimate
death…far more
spectacular.
show
me.

I’ve raced every
hall in asgard since
I was first able to
walk, but I’ve never
seen this one
before.
no
one has.
that’s by
design. my
design.

what’s
behind this
door could
end the world.
or perhaps
save it.
open it
if you dare,
prince of
asgard.

tell me what
lies behind it
before I…

hrrgh.

